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INTERNATIONAL FEDERATION OF SPORT CLIMBING 

LONG-TIME PARTNERSHIP CONTINUES 
Working together since 2007, the IFSC and Entre-Prises have renewed their partnership.

Entre-Prises (EP), world leader in climbing walls and 
IFSC Official Climbing Wall Supplier, has supported 
the development and promotion of Sport Climbing 
since the early days of the IFSC and has been a major 
IFSC partner since 2011. After a decade, the 
relationship now continues with the renewal of an 
exclusive deal as the Official Climbing Wall Supplier 
until Tokyo 2020. 

 
Shared values, shared futures 

EP contributes a robust worldwide presence to the 
IFSC, with over 30 years of experience in the 
climbing market and over 6,000 climbing walls built 
around the world. Throughout the years, the mission 
of their global, multicultural team remains to bring 
climbing and its core values to everyone through 
designing, manufacturing and ensuring the success 
of climbing walls. Central to the strong relationship 
between the IFSC and EP has been the sharing of 
these values: preserving the environment, fairness, 
accessibility, safety, health, education, equality and 
sport for all. 

“We are really pleased to continue our partnership 
with Entre-Prises,” said IFSC President Marco 
Scolaris. “Their support since the very beginning 
has helped us carry our sport to great heights. Above 
all, we are pleased to share common values central 
to our mission. We look forward to the next stage of 
our journey together and what it means for Sport 
Climbing.” 
 

A spirit for the Olympics 

Also shared between the IFSC and EP is a fervour for 
Olympic values and principles, which bears new 

significance following the inclusion of Sport 
Climbing to the Olympic Games Tokyo 2020 and 
Youth Olympic Games Buenos Aires 2018.  

“We strongly believe that the climbing 
competitions development contribute to sharing 
sport climbing values”, said EP Marketing Manager 
Hélène Baudrand. “We are proud supporters of IFSC 
contribution to it.” 
 
EP is an experienced supplier of IFSC competition 
walls. Next Lead and Speed World Cup in Villars will 
be fully equipped with EP climbing walls. 
 

About Entre-Prises  
EP is part of ABEO Group and a pioneer in the 
climbing wall industry, designing, manufacturing 
and installing bespoke solutions for the sport of 
climbing throughout the world. From school walls 
to complex structures for international 
competitions by way of military training walls, fun 
climbing structures, and artificial caves, EP 
solutions cater for every environment, every 
climber, and every climbing discipline. 

EP has developed the true expertise required to 
provide detailed guidance for every stage of a wall 
project: from its conception to its management, 
including design, construction, and route-
setting… and finally, maintenance services.  

EP is constantly innovating and developing new 
products and services, acting as a true local 
partner to provide comprehensive support for 
customers and their projects. 

EP is a specialist in climbing solutions, committed 
to making climbing accessible to all. 


